
RESOLUTION 18 
LAUGHING BEAR BAKERY 

 
 
WHEREAS, Laughing Bear Bakery is a work-skills reintegration program founded by the Reverend Kalen 
McAllister, and ordained Buddhist priest, to provide paid employment for men and women released from 
prison; and 
 
WHEREAS, Reverend McAllister worked in Missouri prisons for seventeen years including five and one-
half years as the chaplain at the penitentiary in Farmington, Missouri, and following her retirement, she 
determined to do something about the vicious cycle of recidivism which a great many ex-offenders find 
themselves consigned; and 
 
WHEREAS, employment is a critical factor in predictions for recidivism, but there are few jobs available 
to ex-offenders, and those that are, are typically part-time or temporary, poorly paid and often physically 
demanding, and ex-offenders’ ability to access these jobs is hindered by lack of reliable transportation, a 
stable place to live, appropriate clothing, food, and a social support network such that a high rate of recidivism 
should come as no surprise; and 
 
WHEREAS, Laughing Bear Bakery trains ex-offenders to work in a commercial bakery, helps them 
establish a work history making them attractive to potential employers, and provides compensation that is 
above the minimum; and 
 
WHEREAS, Laughing Bear Bakery’s products can be found at Straubs, St. Louis Cinemas (the Galleria, 
Moolah, and Chase theaters), the Smoke House in Chesterfield, and will soon be on the shelves of many 
other outlets; and 
 
WHEREAS, Laughing Bear Bakery’s accomplishments have had an expansive, beneficial impact for the 
community as a whole, and this has been done this with relatively few resources, operating from rented 
kitchen space located in Centenary Methodist Church at 1610 Olive Street; and 
 
WHEREAS, Laughing Bear Bakery’s accomplishments have been recognized in the local and national 
media, and Laughing Bear Bakery was recently awarded a $70,000 grant from Alkermes Pharmaceuticals 
for the purchase of a delivery vehicle which will further expand its impact, but with additional funds and 
resources could do much more. 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Aldermen of the City of St. Louis that we pause 
to recognize Laughing Bear Bakery’s achievements and acknowledge its contributions to City of St. Louis. 
We further direct the Clerk of this Board to spread a copy of this Resolution across the minutes of these 
proceedings and to prepare a memorial copy to the end that it may be presented to Laughing Bear Bakery at 
a time and place deemed appropriate by the Sponsor.  

Introduced this 18th day of May, 2018 by: 
 
The Honorable Joe Vaccaro, Alderman 23rd Ward 
 
Adopted this 18th day of May, 2018 as attested by: 
 
_______________________    __________________________ 
Louis C. Galli      Lewis E. Reed 
Legal Counsel, Board of Aldermen   President, Board of Aldermen 


